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trusts, so as not to become purveyors of a prime necessity of
life or speculators in real estate.
Considerable slum-clearance was effected under Cross's act
in a dozen centres of population, at a cost of some £5,000,000.
And in two of these the change was of sensational dimensions.
The Metropolitan Board of Works cleared some fifty acres
and provided for the re-housing of some 30,000 persons by
leasing the sites to the philanthropic building trusts* And
Birmingham city council cleared an area nearly twice as large.
Yet when the first royal commission on housing was set
up by Gladstone's government in 1884 the position was still
far from satisfactory. The few authorities that had tried slum-
clearance had found that compensation had proved more ex-
pensive than they had expected, even though it was limited to
the market value of the property and did not include a ten
per cent bonus to compensate for compulsion as in the case
of land purchased by railway companies; for it provoked a
preliminary rise in rents. Those that found it cheaper to use
Torrens's act were getting only some four hundred houses a
year reconditioned or rebuilt. And hardly any use had been
made of other acts empowering local authorities to provide
accommodation where none had existed before: where there
was no privately provided plague-spot, no public body was
yet anxious to intervene, even though permission had been
expressly granted in Shaftesbury's oddly called lodging-house
act of 1851, and practical inducements added in 1866 in the
shape of limited rights of compulsory purchase and financial
assistance from the Public Works Loan Board.
This royal commission had little influence on legislation
beyond the consolidation of the housing laws of the previous
forty years in 1890, in a housing of the working classes act,
whose three parts—slum clearance, reconditioning, and new
housing estates—provided the legal basis for municipal work
during the next nineteen years. Leeds used the act to clear
nearly as great an area as Birmingham at nearly twice the
expense, andc London brought up the total of its clearances
to 75 acres and 50,000 persons. Much useful work was.also

